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Preface

The Unity game engine is an incredibly powerful and popular choice for professional and amateur game developers alike. This book has been written to get readers up to speed and working in Unity as fast as possible (about 24 hours to be exact) while covering fundamental principles of game development. Unlike other books that only cover specific topics or spend the entire time teaching a single game, this book covers a large array of topics while still managing to contain four games! Talk about a bargain. By the time you are done reading this book, you won’t have just theoretical knowledge of the Unity game engine. You will have a portfolio of games to go with it.

Who Should Read This Book

This book is for anyone looking to learn how to use the Unity game engine. Whether you are a student or a development expert, there is something to learn in these pages. It is not assumed that you have any prior game development knowledge or experience, so don’t worry if this is your first foray into the art of making games. Take your time and have fun. You will be learning in no time.

How This Book Is Organized and What It Covers

Following the Sam’s Teach Yourself approach, this book is organized into 24 chapters that should take approximately 1 hour each to work through. The chapters include the following:

- Hour 1, “Introduction to Unity”: This hour gets you up and running with the various components of the Unity game engine.
- Hour 2, “Game Objects”: Hour 2 teaches you how to use the fundamental building blocks of the Unity game engine: the game object. You also learn about coordinate systems and transformations.
- Hour 3, “Models, Materials, and Textures”: In this hour, you learn to work with Unity’s graphical asset pipeline as you apply shaders and textures to materials. You also learn how to apply those materials to a variety of 3D objects.
- Hour 4, “Terrain”: In Hour 4, you learn to sculpt game worlds using Unity’s terrain system. Don’t be afraid to get your hands dirty as you dig around and create unique and stunning landscapes.
Hour 5, “Environments”: In this hour, you learn to apply environmental effects to your sculpted terrain. Time to plant some trees!

Hour 6, “Lights and Cameras”: Hour 6 covers lights and cameras in great detail.

Hour 7, “Game 1: Amazing Racer”: Time for your first game. In Hour 7, you create Amazing Racer, which requires you to take all the knowledge you have gained so far and apply it.

Hour 8, “Scripting Part 1”: In Hour 8, you begin your foray into scripting with Unity. If you’ve never programmed before, don’t worry. We go slowly as you learn the basics.

Hour 9, “Scripting Part 2”: In this hour, you expand on what you learned in Hour 8. This time, you focus on more advanced topics.

Hour 10, “Collision”: Hour 10 walks you through the various collision interactions that are common in modern video games. You learn about physical as well as trigger collisions. You also learn to create physical materials to add some variety to your objects.

Hour 11, “Game 2: Chaos Ball”: Time for another game! In this hour, you create Chaos Ball. This title certainly lives up to its name as you implement various collisions, physical materials, and goals. Prepare to mix strategy with twitch reaction.

Hour 12, “Prefabs”: Prefabs are a great way to create repeatable game objects. In Hour 12, you learn to create and modify prefabs. You also learn to build them in scripts.

Hour 13, “Graphical User Interfaces”: In Hour 13, you learn to implement graphical user interfaces (GUIs) in Unity. You learn the various components and how to position them on a 2D interface.

Hour 14, “Character Controllers”: In this hour, you learn how to create your own character controllers. You finish up the chapter by building your own custom controller.

Hour 15, “Game 3: Captain Blaster”: Game number 3! In this hour, you make Captain Blaster, a retro-style spaceship shooting game.

Hour 16, “Particle Systems”: Time to learn about particle effects. In this chapter, you experiment with Unity’s legacy particle system and its new Shuriken particle system. You learn how to create cool effects and apply them to your projects.

Hour 17, “Animations”: In Hour 17, you get to learn about animations and Unity’s legacy animation system. You experiment with bringing models to life using assets from the Asset Store.

Hour 18, “Animators”: Hour 18 is all about Unity’s new Mecanim animation system. You learn to remap model riggings and apply universal animations to them.

Hour 19, “Game 4: Gauntlet Runner”: Lucky game number 4 is called Gauntlet Runner. This game explores a new way to scroll backgrounds and how to implement animator controllers to build complex blended animations.
Hour 20, “Audio”: Hour 20 has you adding important ambient effects via audio. You learn about 2D and 3D audio and their different properties.

Hour 21, “Mobile Development”: In this hour, you learn how to build games for mobile devices. You also learn to utilize a mobile device’s built-in accelerometer and multi-touch display.

Hour 22, “Game Revisions”: It’s time to go back and revisit the four games you have made. This time you modify them to work on a mobile device. You get to see which control schemes translate well to mobile and which don’t.

Hour 23, “Polish and Deploy”: Time to learn how to add multiple scenes and persist data between scenes. You also learn about the deployment settings and playing your games.

Hour 24, “Wrap Up”: Here, you look back and summarize the journey you went on to learn Unity. This hour provides useful information about what you have done and where to go next.

**Unity Engine Versions**

This book was made with the Unity engine version 4.1 and 4.2. The two different versions are nearly identical for your purposes, but do note that some visual elements might have shifted place. For example, in some of the screen images you may note a Terrain menu item in the menu bar at the top of the Unity editor. In version 4.2, that has been moved. Do not worry. All explanations involving the creation and management of terrain have been updated to illustrate the new process. I am just writing this here so that you are not confused if a couple of things look slightly different.

Thank you for reading my preface! I hope you enjoy this book and learn much from it. Good luck on your journey with the Unity game engine!
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What You’ll Learn in This Hour:

- The fundamentals of models
- How to import custom and premade models
- How to work with materials and shaders

In this hour, you learn all about models and how they are used in Unity. You start by looking at the fundamental principles of meshes and 3D objects. From there, you learn how to import your own models or use ones acquired from the Asset Store. You finish this hour by examining Unity’s material and shader functionality.

The Basics of Models

Video games wouldn’t be very video without the graphical components. In 2D games, the graphics consist of flat images called sprites. All you needed to do was change the x and y positions of these sprites and flip several of them in sequence and the viewer’s eye was fooled into believing that it saw true motion and animation. In 3D games, however, things aren’t so simple. In worlds with a third axis, objects need to have volume to fool the eye. Because games use a large number of objects, the need to process things quickly was very important. Enter the mesh. A mesh, at its most simple, is a series of interconnected triangles. These triangles build off of each other in strips to form basic to very complex objects. These strips provide the 3D definitions of a model and can be processed very quickly. Don’t worry, though; Unity handles all of this for you so that you don’t have to manage it yourself. Later in this hour, you’ll see just how triangles can make up various shapes in the Unity Scene view.
Why Triangles?
You might be asking yourself why 3D objects are made up entirely of triangles. The answer is simple. Computers process graphics as a series of point, otherwise known as vertices. The fewer vertices an object has, the faster it can be drawn. Triangles have two properties that make them desirable. The first is that whenever you have a single triangle, you need only one more vertex to make another. To make one triangle, you need three vertices, two triangles take only four, and three triangles require only five. This makes them very efficient. The second is that by using this practice of making strips of triangles, you can model any 3D object. No other shape affords you that level of flexibility and performance.

Model or Mesh?
The terms model and mesh are similar, and you can often use them interchangeably. There is a difference, however. A mesh contains all the vertex information that defines the 3D shape of an object. When you refer to the shape or form of a model, you are really referring to a mesh. A model, therefore, is an object that contains a mesh. A model has a mesh to define its dimensions, but it can also contain animations, textures, materials, shaders, and other meshes. A good general rule is this: If the item in question contains anything other than vertex information, it is a model; otherwise, it is a mesh.

Built-In 3D Objects
Unity comes with a few basic built-in meshes (or primitives) for you work with. These tend to be simple shapes that serve simple utilities or can be combined to make more-complex objects. Figure 3.1 shows the available built-in meshes. (You worked with the cube and sphere in the previous hours.)
The Basics of Models

**FIGURE 3.1**
The built-in meshes in Unity.

**TIP**

**Modeling with Simple Meshes**

Do you need a complex object in your game but you can’t find the right type of model to use? Nesting objects in Unity enables you to easily make simple models using the built-in meshes. Just place the meshes near each other so that they form the rough look you want. Then nest all the objects under one central object. This way, when you move the parent, all the children move, too. This might not be the prettiest way to make models for your game, but it will do in a pinch!

**Importing Models**

Having built-in models is nice, but most of the time, your games will require art assets that are a little more complex. Thankfully, Unity makes it rather easy to bring your own 3D models into your projects. Just placing the file containing the 3D model in your Assets folder is enough to bring it into the project. From there, dragging it into the scene or hierarchy builds a game object around it. Natively, Unity supports .fbx, .dae, .3ds, .dxf, and .obj files. This enables you to work with just about any 3D modeling tool.
Importing Your Own 3D Model

Let’s walk through the steps required to bring custom 3D models into a Unity project:

1. Create a new Unity project or scene.

2. In the Project view, create a new folder named **Models** under the Assets folder. (Right-click the Assets folder and select **Create > Folder**.)

3. Locate the Torus.fbx file provided for you in the Hour 3 folder of the book files.

4. With both the operating system’s file browser and the Unity editor open and side by side, click and drag the Torus.fbx file from the file browser into the Models folder that you created in step 2. In Unity, click the **Models** folder to see the new Torus file. If done correctly, your Project view will resemble Figure 3.2. Notice the Materials folder that was added for you. You will learn more about this later.

5. Click the **Torus** asset in the Models folder and look at the Inspector view. Change the value of the scale factor from 0.01 to 1 and click **Apply**.

6. Drag the Torus asset from the Models folder onto the Scene view. Notice how a Torus game object was added to the scene containing a mesh filter and mesh rendered. These allow the Torus to be drawn to the screen. If you click the **Torus** object, you see how it is made up of many connected triangles.

---

**CAUTION**

**Default Scaling of Meshes**

Most of the Inspector view options for meshes are advanced and are not covered right now. The property you are interested in is the scale factor. By default, Unity imports meshes scaled down. By changing the value of the scale factor from 0.01 to 1, you are telling Unity to allow the model to enter the scene as the same size as it was created.
Models and the Asset Store

You don’t have to be an expert modeler to make games with Unity. The Asset Store provides a simple and effective way to find premade models and import them into your project. Generally speaking, models on the Asset Store are either free or paid and come alone or in a collection of similar models. Some of the models come with their own textures, and some of them are simply the mesh data.

Downloading Models from the Asset Store

Let’s learn how to find and download models from Unity’s Asset Store. We will be acquiring a model named Robot Kyle and importing it into our scene:

1. Create a new scene (click File > New Scene). In the Project view, type t:Model into the search bar (see Figure 3.3).

2. In the search filter section, click the Asset Store: 999+/999+ button (see Figure 3.3). If these words aren’t visible, you may need to resize your editor window or Project view window.

3. Locate Robot Kyle and select it.

4. In the Inspector view, click Import Package. At this point, you may be prompted to provide your Unity account credentials.

5. When the Importing Package dialog opens, leave everything checked and select Import.

6. There will now be a new asset folder called Robot Kyle. Locate the robot model under Assets > Robot Kyle > Model and drag it into the Scene view (see Figure 3.4). Note that the model will be fairly small in the Scene view; you might need to move closer to see it.

FIGURE 3.3
Steps to locate a model asset.
Textures, Shaders, and Materials

Applying graphical assets to 3D models can be daunting if you are not familiar with it. Unity uses a simple and specific workflow that gives you a lot of power when determining exactly how you want things to look. Graphical assets are broken down into textures, shaders, and materials. Each of these is covered individually in its own section, but Figure 3.5 shows you how they fit together. Notice that textures are not applied directly to models. Instead, textures and shaders are applied to materials. Those materials are in turn applied to the models. This way, the look of a model can be swapped or modified quickly and cleanly without a lot of work.
Textures are flat images that get applied to 3D objects. They are responsible for models being colorful and interesting instead of blank and boring. It can be strange to think that a 2D image can be applied to a 3D model, but it is a fairly straightforward process once you are familiar with it. Think about a soup can for a moment. If you were to take the label off of the can, you would see that it is a flat piece of paper. That label is like a texture. After the label was printed, it was then wrapped around the 3D can to provide a more pleasing look.

Just like all other assets, adding textures to a Unity project is easy. Start by creating a folder for your textures; a good name would be Textures. Then drag any textures you want in your project into the Textures folder you just created. That’s it!

NOTE

That’s an Unwrap!

Imagining how textures wrap around cans is fine, but what about more complex objects? When creating an intricate model, it is common to generate something called an **unwrap**. The unwrap is somewhat akin to a map that shows you exactly how a flat texture will wrap back around a model. If you look in the Robot Kyle > Textures folder from earlier this hour, you notice the Robot_Color texture. It looks strange, but that is the unwrapped texture for the model. The generation of unwraps, models, and textures is an art form to itself and is not covered in this text. A preliminary knowledge of how it works should suffice at this level.
Weird Textures

Later in this hour, you will apply some textures to models. You might notice that the textures warp a bit or get flipped in the wrong direction. Just know that this is not a mistake or an error. This problem occurs when you take a basic rectangular 2D texture and apply it to a model. The model has no idea which way is correct, so it applies the texture however it can. If you want to avoid this issue, use textures specifically designed for (unwrapped for) the model that you are using.

Shaders

If the texture of a model determines what is drawn on its surface, the shader is what determines how it is drawn. Here’s another way to look at this: A material contains properties and textures, and shaders dictate what properties and textures a material can have. This might seem nonsensical right now, but later when we create materials you will begin to understand how they work. Much of the information about shaders is covered later this hour, because you cannot create a shader without a material. In fact, much of the information to be learned about materials is actually about the material’s shader.

Thought Exercise

If you are having trouble understanding how a shader works, consider this scenario: Imagine you have a piece of wood. The physicality of the wood is its mesh; the color, texture, and visible element are its texture. Now take that piece of wood and pour water on it. The wood still has the same mesh. It still is made of the same substance (wood). It looks different, though. It is slightly darker and shiny. The water in this example is the shader. The shader took something and made it look a little different without actually changing it.

Materials

As mentioned earlier, materials are not much more than containers for shaders and textures that can be applied to models. Most of the customization of materials depends on which shader is chosen for it, although all shaders have some common functionality.

To create a new material, start by making a Materials folder. Then right-click the folder and select Create > Material. Give your material some descriptive name and you are done. Figure 3.6 shows two materials with different shaders selected. Notice how they each have a base texture, main color, tiling and offsets, and a preview of the material (blank now because there is no texture). The Shiny material, however, uses a specular shader and comes with properties for specular color and shininess. All these properties are covered later in this hour.
Shaders Revisited

Now that you understand textures, models, and shaders, it is time to look at how it all comes together. Unity has a lot of built-in shaders, but this book is concerned with only a few of the Normal family of shaders. These shaders are the most basic and should be useful for everyone. Table 3.1 lists some of the basic shaders and describes them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shader</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diffuse</td>
<td>Diffuse is the default shader for materials and is also the most basic. Light is evenly distributed across the diffuse object’s surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specular</td>
<td>Specular textures make an object look shiny. If you want to make an object seem to reflect a lot of light, this is the shader to use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bumped</td>
<td>Bumped shaders are generally used in conjunction with other shaders (as in bumped-diffuse or bumped-specular). These shaders use a normal map to give the flat texture a 3D, or bumpy, look. These are a great way to give your models a lot of physical detail without requiring complex modeling.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Now that you are familiar with a few of the built-in shaders, it is time to look at some of the common shader properties that you will be working with. Table 3.2 describes the common shader properties.

**TABLE 3.2 Common Shader Properties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main Color</td>
<td>The Main Color property defines what color of ambient light shines on the object. This does not change the color of the object itself; it just makes the object appear different. For example, an object with a blue texture and a yellow main color will not turn yellow but green (because blue with yellow light looks green). If you want your model’s color to remain unchanged, select white.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specular Color</td>
<td>The Specular Color property determines what color the “shiny” parts of a specular model are. Generally speaking, this will be white unless you intend for it to appear as if another color of light is shining on the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shininess</td>
<td>The Shininess property determines how shiny a specular object is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texture</td>
<td>The Texture block contains the texture you want to apply to your model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Map</td>
<td>The Normal Map block contains the normal map that will be applied to your model. A normal map can be used to apply bumpiness to a model. This is useful when calculating lighting to give the model more detail than it would otherwise have.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiling</td>
<td>The Tiling property defines how often a texture can repeat on a model. It can repeat in both the x and y axes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offset</td>
<td>The Offset property defines whether a gap will exist between edges of the object and the texture.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This might seem like a lot of information to take in, but once you become more familiar with the few basics of textures, shaders, and materials, you’ll find this a smooth process.
Applying Textures, Shaders, and Materials to Models

Let’s put all of our knowledge of textures, shaders, and materials together and create a decent-looking brick wall:

1. Start a new project or scene. Note that creating a new project will close and reopen the editor.
2. Create a Textures and a Materials folder.
3. Locate the Brick_Texture.png file in the book files and drag it into the Textures folder created in step 2.
4. Add a cube to the scene. Position it at (0, 1, –5). Give it a scale of (5, 2, 1). See Figure 3.7 for the cube properties.

![FIGURE 3.7](image)
The properties of the cube.

5. Create a new material (right-click the Materials folder and select Create > Material) and name it BrickWall.
6. Leave the shader as Diffuse, and in the texture block click Select. Select Brick_Texture from the pop-up window.
7. Click and drag the brick wall material from the Project view onto the cube in the Scene view.
8. Notice how the texture is stretched across the wall a little too much. With the material selected, change the value of the x tiling to be 3. Now the wall looks much better.
9. Add a directional light to your scene (click GameObject > Create Other > Directional Light). Position it at (0, 10, –10) and give it a rotation of (30, 0, 0). We will discuss lighting more in a later hour. This is just here to make your brick wall “pop.”
10. You now have a textured brick wall in your scene. Figure 3.8 contains the final product.
Summary

In this hour, you learned all about models in Unity. You started by learning about how models are built with collections of vertices called meshes. Then, you discovered how to use the built-in models, import your own models, and download models from the Asset Store. You then learned about the model art workflow in Unity. You experimented with textures, shaders, and materials. You finished by creating a textured brick wall.

Q&A

Q. Will I still be able to make games if I’m not an artist?
A. Absolutely. Using free online resources and the Unity Asset Store, you can find various art assets to put in your games.

Q. Will I need to know how to use all the built-in shaders?
A. Not necessarily. Many shaders are very situational. Start with the shaders covered in this chapter and learn more if a game project requires it.
Q. If there are paid art assets in the Unity Asset Store, does that mean I can sell my own art assets?

A. Yes, it does. In fact, it is not limited to only art assets. If you can create high-quality assets, you can certainly sell them in the store.

Workshop

Take some time to work through the questions here to ensure that you have a firm grasp of the material.

Quiz

1. True or False: Because of their simple nature, squares make up meshes in models.
2. What file formats does Unity support for 3D models?
3. True or False: Only paid models can be downloaded from the Unity Asset Store.
4. Explain the relationship between textures, shaders, and materials.

Answers

1. False, meshes are made up of triangles.
2. .fbx, .dae, .3ds, .dxf, and .obj files.
3. False. There are several free models.
4. Materials contain textures and shaders. Shaders dictate the properties that can be set by the material and how the material gets rendered.

Exercise

Let’s experiment with the effects shaders have on the way models look. You will use the same mesh and texture for each model; only the shaders will be different. The project created in this exercise is named Hour3_Exercise and is available in the Hour 3 book files.

1. Create a new scene or project.
2. Add a Materials and a Textures folder to your project. Locate the files Brick_Normal.png and Brick_Texture.png in the Hour 3 book files and drag them into the Textures folder.
3. In the Project view, select Brick_Texture. In the Inspector view, change the aniso level from 1 to 3 to increase the texture quality for curves. Click Apply.
4. In the Project view, select Brick_Normal. In the Inspector view, change the texture type to Normal Map. Click Apply.
5. Add a directional light to your project (click GameObject > Create Other > Directional Light) and give it a position of (0, 10, –10) with a rotation of (30, 40, 0).

6. Add four spheres to your project. Scale them each to (2, 2, 2). Spread them out by giving them positions of (2, 0, –5), (–2, 0, –5), (–2, 2, –5), and (2, 2, –5).

7. Create four new materials in the Materials folder. Name them **DiffuseBrick**, **SpecularBrick**, **BumpedBrick**, and **BumpedSpecularBrick**. Figure 3.9 contains all the properties of the four materials. Go ahead and set their values.

8. Click and drag each of the materials onto one of the four spheres. Notice how the light and the curvature of the spheres interact with the different shaders. Remember that you can move about the Scene view to see the spheres at different angles.
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keeping, 355-357
layers, 92-97
- modifying, 92
- overloading, 92

nested, transformations, 33-34

prefabs, 185-186, 194
- breaking, 194
- creating, 188-191
- inheritance, 186, 192-193
- instances, 186
- instantiating through code, 194
- structure, 186-188
- updating, 193

pushing, 223-224
rotation, 30-31
scaling, 32
target, transforming, 152
textures, 43-44
transformations, 28-34
- hazards, 32-33
- nested objects, 33-34
- transforming, 148
translation, 29-30

obstacles, Gauntlet Runner, 302
- scripts, 311

Offset property (shader), 46

Once property (wrap modes), 271

OnGUI() method, 336

other objects
- 23, 27. See also specific objects
- baking, 82
- built-in, 27
- built-in 3D objects, 38-39
- character controllers, adding, 214-215

onGUI(), 336

Mute property (audio source), 320

MonoDevelop, 119

mouse input, 146

Move() method, 217

multiple cameras, 90

multiple skyboxes, cameras, 73

multi-touch input, mobile devices, 335-336

Mute property (audio source), 320

Name property (axis), 144

names, methods, 138

Negative Button/Positive Button property (axis), 144

nested objects, transformations, 33-34

nesting, 11

Normal Direction property (Renderer module), 257

Normal Map property (shader), 46

Normalized View Port Rect property (cameras), 91

obstacles, Gauntlet Runner, 302

scripts, 311

Offset property (shader), 46

Once property (wrap modes), 271

OnGUI() method, 336

other objects
- 23, 27. See also specific objects
- baking, 82
- built-in, 27
- built-in 3D objects, 38-39
- character controllers, adding, 214-215

onGUI(), 336

Mute property (audio source), 320

Name property (axis), 144

names, methods, 138

Negative Button/Positive Button property (axis), 144

nested objects, transformations, 33-34

nesting, 11

Normal Direction property (Renderer module), 257

Normal Map property (shader), 46

Normalized View Port Rect property (cameras), 91

obstacles, Gauntlet Runner, 302

scripts, 311
order, scenes, establishing, 354
organization, projects, 10

P
painting
grass, 68-70
textures, terrain, 61
trees, 65-68
Pan Level property (3D audio), 322
parameter list, methods, 138-139
parameters, animators, 290-291
Particle Radius property (Plane mode), 253
particle systems, 245-246, 259
creating, 246
curve editor, 256-258
modules, 247-257
Collision, 253
Color by Speed, 252
Color over Lifetime, 251-252
default, 249
Emission, 249
External Forces, 253
Force over Lifetime, 251
Limit Velocity over Lifetime, 251
Renderer, 256-257
Rotation by Speed, 253
Rotation over Lifetime, 253
Shape, 250
Size by Speed, 253
Size over Lifetime, 252
Sub Emitter, 255
Texture Sheet, 256
Velocity over Lifetime, 250
particles, 247
making collide, 253
particles, making collide, 253
Pause button (Game view), 16
per-platform settings, players, 360-361
persisting objects, 357
phase property (touch), 336
physics
character controllers, gravity, 222
collision, 155, 157, 164
colliders, 157-159
handling, 219
physics materials, 160
raycasting, 162-165
rigidbodies, 155-156
triggers, 160-163
jumping, character controllers, 222-223
physics materials, 160
picture in picture, 92-94
Ping Pong property (wrap modes), 271
Pitch property (audio source), 320
Place Tree tool, 66
Planes property (Plane mode), 253
Planes/World property (Collision module), 254
Play Automatically property (Animation component), 269
Play button (Game view), 16
Play On Wake property (audio source), 320
Play On Wake property (Particle System), 249
player input
key, 143
mouse, 146
scripting, 142-146
PlayerPrefs file, saving data to, 358-359
players
Amazing Racer, movement, 341-343
Captain Blaster, 231-233
script, 238-240
Chaos Ball, 173-174
Gauntlet Runner, 302-307
script, 309-310
settings, 359-361
playtesting Amazing Racer, 113
point lights, 82-84
properties, 83
scenes, adding to, 84
position property (touch), 336
power up script, Gauntlet Runner, 301, 311
prefabs, 185-186, 194
breaking, 194
creating, 188-191
inheritance, 186, 192-193
instances, 186
adding to scenes, 191
instantiating through code, 194
structure, 186-188
updating, 193
Prewarm property (Particle System), 249
priorities, audio, 319
Priority property (audio source), 320
private variables, 126
Project dialog, 5-7
Project view, 9-10
prefabs, 185-186
Projection property (cameras), 91
projects. See also games
adding terrain to, 51-53
attaching scripts, 121
creating first, 6
organization, 10
properties
Animation component, 269
audio source, 320
axis, 144
cameras, 91
colliders, 158
fog, 74
lights, 81
physics materials, 161
Place Tree tool, 66
point lights, 83
rigidbodies, 156
shaders, 46
public variables, 126
pushing objects, 223-224
R

Radius property (character controller), 216
radius scripting variable, 215
Range property (point lights), 83
Rate property (Emission module), 249
raycasting, 162-165
reading
  mouse movement, 146
  specific key presses, 143
Receive Shadows property
  (Renderer module), 257
Render Mode property (point lights), 83
Render Mode property (Renderer module), 257
Render mode (Scene view), 14
Renderer module (particle system), 256-257
Rendering Path property (cameras), 91
repeat buttons, GUIs (graphical user interfaces), 201-202
requirements
  Amazing Racer, 103
  Captain Blaster, 228
  Gauntlet Runner, 298
resources, 371
return type, methods, 138
rigging models, animators, 278-281
rigidbodies, 155-156
  character controllers, 215
  properties, 156
rigs, animations, 262-263
rotation, objects, 30-31
Rotation by Speed module (particle system), 253
Rotation over Lifetime module (particle system), 253
rules
  Amazing Racer, 102-103
  Captain Blaster, 228
  Chaos Ball, 168
  Gauntlet Runner, 298

S

saving data, 357-359
  to PlayerPrefs file, 358-359
Scale Plane property (Plane mode), 253
scaling objects, 32
Scene view, 13-15, 18-20
  Flythrough mode, 19-20
testing, 321
scenes, 12, 353, 369
  adding soldier model to, 268
  changing via buttons, 356
  character controllers, adding to, 76-78
directional lights, adding to, 82
establishing order, 354
fog, adding to, 74
gizmo, 15
invisible items, 96
lighting, adding to, 74
managing, 353-356
point lights, adding to, 84
Scene view, 18-20
setting up, animators, 287-294
skyboxes, adding to, 72-73
spotlights, adding to, 85
switching, 355-356
scope, variables, 126
scripting, 117, 135, 137, 151
  accessing local components, 147-148
  animations, 272-273
  animators, 294-295
  audio, 324-326
  character controllers, 215-219
  variables, 215
  conditionals, 130-133
  finding objects, 148-151
  iteration, 133-135
  methods, 137-141
  modifying object components, 151-152
operators, 127
  arithmetic, 127-128
  assignment, 128
  equality, 129-130
  logical, 130
  player input, 142-146
scripts, 107, 118
  adding, 109-110
  attaching, 121
  basic, 122-124
  Captain Blaster
    bullet, 241-242
    meteor, 235-237
    meteor spawn, 237-238
    player, 238-240
    trigger, 238
  class contents, 123-124
  class declaration section, 123
  connecting, 111-113
  creating, 118-119
  Game Control Script, 181
  Gauntlet Runner
    game control, 307-309
    obstacle, 311
    player, 309-311
    power up, 311
    spawn, 311-312
    trigger zone, 307
  GoalScript.cs, 179
  using section, 123
  variables, 125-126
  VelocityScript.cs, 176
sculpting
  heightmaps, 53-54
  terrain, tools, 56-58
  worlds, 104-105
Send Collision Messages property
  (Collision module), 254
Sensitivity property (axis), 144
Separate Axis property (Limit Velocity over Lifetime module), 251
settings, players, 359-361
shaders, 44-47
  bumped, 45
  diffuse, 45
models, applying to, 47
properties, 46
Shadow Type property (point lights), 83
Shape module (particle system), 250
Shininess property (shader), 46
Shuriken system
modules, 247-257
Collision, 253
Color by Speed, 252
Color over Lifetime, 251-252
default, 249
Emission, 249
External Forces, 253
Force over Lifetime, 251
Limit Velocity over Lifetime, 251
Renderer, 256-257
Rotation by Speed, 253
Rotation over Lifetime, 253
Shape, 250
Size by Speed, 253
Size over Lifetime, 252
Sub Emitter, 256
Texture Sheet, 256
Velocity over Lifetime, 250
value curves, 248
SimpleMove() method, 217
Simulation Space property (Particle System), 249
Size by Speed module (particle system), 253
Size over Lifetime module (particle system), 252
Size property (colliders), 158
Skin Width property (character controller), 216
skins, GUIs (graphical user interfaces), 207-209
skyboxes, 72-73
cameras, adding to, 72-73
scenes, adding to, 72-73
slide, controlling, 218
sliders, GUIs (graphical user interfaces), 205
Slope Limit property (character controller), 216
slopeLimit scripting variable, 215
Snap property (axis), 144
Sort Order property (Renderer module), 257
Sorting Fudge property (Renderer module), 257
sources, audio, 319-323
Space property (Velocity over Lifetime module), 250
spawn script, Gauntlet Runner, 311-312
specific key presses, reading, 143
Specular Color property (shader), 46
specular textures, 45
Speed property (Limit Velocity over Lifetime module), 251
Speed Range property (Color by Speed module), 252
split screens, 92-94
spotlights, 82-85
cookies, 88
Spread property (3D audio), 322
Start Color property (Particle System), 249
Start Delay property (Particle System), 249
Start Lifetime property (Particle System), 249
Start Rotation property (Particle System), 249
Start Speed property (Particle System), 249
starting audio, 324-326
statements
if, 131
if/else, 131-132
if/else if, 132-133
states, animators, 290-292
Static Friction property (physics material), 161
Static Friction 2 property (physics material), 161
Stats button (Game view), 17
Step button (Game view), 16
Step Offset property (character controller), 216
stepOffset scripting variable, 215
stopping audio, 324-326
string variable, 125
structure, prefabs, 186-188
styles, GUIs (graphical user interfaces), 206-207
Sub Emitter module (particle system), 256
supported operating systems, 4
switching scenes, 355-356
T
tabs, adding, 8
Tag Manager, adding new layers to, 95
tapCount property (touch), 336
target objects, transforming, 152
Target Texture property (cameras), 91
terrain, 51, 62. See also environments
assets, 66
flattening, 57
generation, 51-58
heightmaps, sculpting, 53-54
importing assets, 59
sculpting, tools, 56-58
settings, 70-71
size, 53
textures, 59-62
creating, 62
painting, 61
Terrain Settings tool, 70-71
testing
Amazing Racer, playtesting, 113
audio, 321
2D, 323
Scene view, 321
mobile devices, 333
textareas, GUIs (graphical user interfaces), 204
textfields, GUIs (graphical user interfaces), 204
Texture property (shader), 46
Texture Sheet module (particle system), 256
textures, 41-44, 46
  baking objects, 82
cookies, 88
grass, 69
models, applying to, 47
specular, 45
terrain, 59-62
  creating, 62
  painting, 61
texturing Chaos Ball arena, 170-171
Tiles property (Texture module), 256
Tiling property (shader), 46
toggles, GUIs (graphical user interfaces), 202
toolbars
editor, 17
  GUIs (graphical user interfaces), 203
tools
  Hand, 18-19
  Place Tree, 66
  sculpting, 56-58
  Terrain Settings, 70-71
to tools, 17
  Hand tool, 18-19
touch
  multi-touch input, mobile devices, 335-336
  tracking, 335-336
transform tools, 17
  Hand tool, 18-19
transformations
  hazards, 32-33
  nested objects, 33-34
  objects, 28-34, 148
transitions, animators, 293-294
translation, objects, 29-30
trees
  dark, 67
  painting, 65-68
  settings, 71
  warping, 68
triangles, 38
trigger zone, Gauntlet Runner, 302
  script, 307
triggers
  Captain Blaster, 234
  script, 238
colliders, 160-163
Type property (axis), 144
Type property (point lights), 83
views
  Animator, 289
duplicating, 8
  Game, 15-17
  Hierarchy, 11-12, 187
  Inspector, 12-13
  Project, 9-10
  prefabs, 185-186
  Scene, 13-15, 18-20
  Flythrough mode, 19-20
Visualization property (Plane mode), 253
Volume property (audio source), 320
Volume Rolloff property (3D audio), 322
Voxel Size property (World mode), 253

W-Z
walk animations, 284
walk turn animations, 285-287
warping, trees, 68
water, 75-76
while loop, 134
wind, settings, 71
world coordinates, versus local coordinates, 26-27
worlds
  Amazing Racer, 104-106
  Captain Blaster, 229-234
  Chaos Ball, arena, 169-173
  Gauntlet Runner, 298-300
  sculpting, 104-105
wrap modes, 271
writing methods, 140-141
XYZ property (Velocity over Lifetime module), 250